Робоча програма навчальної дисципліни «Деталі машин» для здобувачів вищої освіти першого (бакалаврського) рівня, які навчаються за скороченим навчальним планом за спеціальністю 208 «Агроінженерія».

Program of the Discipline «MACHINE ELEMENTS» Specialty – 208 «Agroengineering» by Стрілець, О. Р. & Стрілець, В. М.
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The technical level of all branches of the economy of Ukraine is determined 
by the level of machine building, the development and design basis of which are 
based on many disciplines, and especially: "Machine Elements". In the "Machine 
Elements" students learn basic methods of calculation and constructing during the 
product design - general purpose components (mechanical transmission, axles and 
shafts, bearings and sliding bearings, couplings, joints: threaded, keyed, spline, 
welded, rivet and forging), i.e. those which are used in all the existing technology. 
As a separate discipline, "Machine Elements" is taught at higher educational 
institutions during the last century, and its separate sections even earlier. 
Therefore, we can assume that " Machine Elements " is a classic, formed and 
completed general technical discipline. It is being studied by future specialists of 
all mechanical and a considerable number of non-mechanical specialties at 
lectures, practical and laboratory classes, during performance of calculations and 
graphic works and course work. 
 
Key words: machine elements, classification, component, assembly unit, 
component requirements, workability criteria, mechanical transmission, shafts and 
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